
camel,” opined one Sheffield Leader; “it
looks as if this uniform has been
designed by committee.” In fact the range
of optional extras met with widespread
approval, including among parents, with
only the activity skirt, the canvas belt for
Beaver Scouts and Cub Scouts, and the

navy blue ski hat finding serious
disfavour. 43% of all those who
commented found the ski hat
unacceptable, while Cub Scout and
Beaver Scout Leaders expressed concern
that the belt could easily be lost and might
also be dangerous for a young age range.

Adults and young people agree
Leaders were generally in agreement
with the style and colour preferences of
the young people in their Sections.
Across each of the current four Sections
however, Leaders felt more strongly
about retaining the Group Scarf (97% of
Scout Leaders for example, found it very
or fairly acceptable, compared with only
62% of Scouts themselves) 

The views of parents were also similar
to those of young people, although they
were a little more conservative in their
choices overall. 78% of Scouts’ parents
were in favour of retaining a smart long-
sleeved shirt as the official upper garment,
compared with only 57% of Scouts.
Parents expressed support for the activity
trousers (79% of Cub Scouts’ parents for
example found them very acceptable or
fairly acceptable) agreeing that they are
both practical and comfortable. 

Tell us what you want, what you
really, really, want
The proposals by no means met with
universal approval. One Leader thought
they would “date faster than a Spice
Girls’ single”, but nearly everyone found
something they liked. A Truro Scout did
not support every colour and style, but
thought it was “about time for something
new”. Another Leader from Birmingham
applauded the efforts to make the
uniform more attractive to young people,
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The consultation 
Last year’s uniform consultation proved
to be more than just a poll on sweatshirts
and activity trousers. It was a barometer
for the mood of a Movement in a time of
change. Between July and November
2000, a staggering 400,000 copies of
the questionnaire were circulated,
including 361,000 requested directly
from the Information Centre. With
almost 46,000 completed
questionnaires returned to Headquarters
by the deadline of November 10, 2000, it
was by far the largest – and perhaps the
most contentious – consultation the
Association has ever undertaken. 

Activity styles welcomed
Let’s start with the areas of agreement.
Both adults and young people welcomed
the activity-style uniform. The activity
trousers were particularly well received,
with 76% of Beaver Scouts and 79% of
Cub Scouts eager to try them out. The
sweatshirts for the younger Sections and
polo shirts were also popular, although
older Members expressed a strong desire
to retain smart long-sleeved shirts for
formal occasions. 65% of Venture
Scouts, for example, wanted to keep the
smart option (see table opposite).

Colour crisis
While the styles were generally
acceptable, the proposed colour schemes

were the cause of some inspired debate.
As one Leader from Birmingham said of
the proposed green colour for Cub
Scouts, “your mint isn’t like any mint I’ve
eaten!” Concern about the proposed
choice of blue trousers and skirts
prompted cries of “have we merged with
the Guides?” and everyone had their own
ideas as to what colours we should be
wearing. Scouts made a strong case to
retain their current colours, with 45% of
those who expressed a preference
wishing to retain dark green. However, it
is interesting to note that the current
green is perceived variously to be forest
green, mid-green and even slime green!
66% of Cubs who suggested an
alternative to mint green wanted to retain
their familiar colour scheme. Beavers
and their Leaders, however, were
receptive to a change to turquoise. 60%
of those who returned questionnaires
found the colour acceptable or had no
views either way. Venture Scouts, on the
other hand, did not warm to the idea of
claret for the Explorer Scouts – “it’s like
something out of Star Trek” – with only
14% of those who responded finding the
colour acceptable. Leaders were divided
on the proposed light grey, with 40% in
favour compared with 48% against.
Some thought it did not put over a
sufficiently exciting image, while others
pointed out that many Leaders also have
grey hair…

Those special requests
Some had questions which would have
been better directed towards Father
Christmas. One Cub wondered whether
he could “have a leather jacket, please”
and there were many demands for Nike
and Adidas branded items, “mainly
because it would be very cool”. While the
proposals did not suit all tastes, one
Scout from Chelmsford captured the
mood best by saying “personally, I want a
top in luminous jazz orange, but
whatever happens, the uniform should
be livened up!”

Who’s got the hump?
Several people took issue with the
number of options proposed. “Like the

Did Paul, a Cub Scout from Wigan, really want to “keep

mouldy green as we have now”? Did the Venture Scout

from Glasgow really fill in 35 questionnaires with

identical answers and then post them in the same

envelope? Now the dust has settled on the uniform

questionnaires, Chris James, who managed the

inputting and analysis, has just one question. 

Exactly what is 
‘jazz orange’? Scout Members proudly show off the new

uniform. A big thank you to all our models
for keeping smiling despite the rainy
weather.

Summary of Uniform Consultation Results

Proposed trouser style Proposed official upper garment style Group Scarf
(in favour) (in favour) (in favour)

Beaver Scouts 76% 82% (sweatshirt) 83%
Cub Scouts 79% 67% (sweatshirt) 76%
Scouts 70% 57% (smart shirt) 62%
Explorer Scouts 63% 65% (smart shirt) 71%
The Scout Network 85% (choice of smart 87% (smart shirt) 92%
and Adult Leaders skirt or trousers)

Notes: All percentages are drawn from young people commenting on the proposals for their own Section. In the case of
the new Explorer Scout Section, the results are based on the views of Venture Scouts. 


